


THE  FUNDAMENTAL  PLANCK  SCALE 
(h, c, G):           LG = 2GM/c2,         LQ = h/Mc 

lP = (hG/c3) ½ ,             mp = (hc/G) ½ 

                 G/c 2 =  lP/mp ,        lP mp = h/c 
   lP = 10-33 cm,            mp  = 10-5 gr,         tp = 10-44 sec                                               

LQ = lP2 / LG   ,              MQ  = mP2/ M ,           OQ = oP2 / OG 

New Variables :     LQG =  LQ  +  LG  ,          OQG =  OQ  + OG ,    Q<--> G 

N.G.S,  Int J. Mod Phys D18, 1950055 (2019)         OQG = oP (OG/oP + oP/OG) 



INTRODUCTION

[Scientific developments incorporate new concepts and
language, or assign new content to existing words. What is
perceived at a given moment as "difficult" or not habitual,
becomes thereafter "standard" and incorporated to the
thought "habitual" by the use of these words in the current
communications ....]

Les développements scientifiques incorporent des nouveaux 
concepts et langage, ou attribuent des nouveaux contenus à 

des mots existants . Ce qui est perçu à un moment donné 
comme "difficile" ou non habituel, devient par la suite 

"standard" et incorporé à la pensée "habituel" par l'usage de 
ces mots dans les communications courantes....]
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The physical history of the Universe is completed: quantum The physical history of the Universe is completed: quantum 
planckianplanckian and superand super--planckianplanckian phase before Inflation in phase before Inflation in the the 

Standard Model of the Universe in agreement with observations. Standard Model of the Universe in agreement with observations. 
Quantum physics and its foundational milestoneQuantum physics and its foundational milestone: the universal : the universal 

classicalclassical--quantum (or wavequantum (or wave--particle) dualityparticle) duality, which we extend  to , which we extend  to 
gravity and the Planck domain. gravity and the Planck domain. 

New quantum precursor phase of the Universe New quantum precursor phase of the Universe 
beyond the Planck scale. beyond the Planck scale. 

Cosmic Microwave Background, Inflation and Dark Energy have Cosmic Microwave Background, Inflation and Dark Energy have 
their precursors in this eratheir precursors in this era. 

Whole unifying picture for the Universe epochs and their quantum 
precursors emerges 

with the cosmological constant as the vacuum energy, entropy and 
temperature of the Universe, clarifying the so called cosmological 
constant problem which once more in its rich history needed to be 

revised. 
The consequences for the deep universe surveys, and missions like 

Euclid will be outlined. 
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The known classical light-cone (future and past) of classical relativity in a 
space-time diagram is a special case of  the Quantum light -cone



The quantum light-cone in a space-time diagram (time is the vertical axis). 
Copyright Norma G. Sanchez







• (T2 − X2) − 1 ≥ 0 : timelike
• (X2 − T2) − 1 ≥ 0 : spacelike

• (T2 − X2) − 1 = 0, null : the "quantum light- cone".

(X2 − T2)n = 2n + 1 

(X2 − T2) =  ±[X, T] = ±1,    1 = 2ε0,  (n = 0)

• [X, T] = 0 :    X = ±T    the classical light cone. 



THE NEW QUANTUM STRUCTURE 
OF THE SPACE-TIME 

• THE CLASSICAL - QUANTUM  DUALITY OF NATURE :

• OG = oP
2 / OQ    ,            LG = lP

2 / LQ ,   LG = 2GM /c2,     LQ = h /Mc

• THE SPACE TIME  (X, T)  Coordinates as
• QUANTUM NON COMMUTING OPERATORS : [ X, T] = 1

° THE SPACE-TIME AS a QUANTUM HARMONIC OSCILLATOR :

[X, P ] = i,   2 H =  X2 + P2  =  2 N + 1 ,   [2H , X] = - i P,   [2H, P] = iX
P = iT : 
[X, T ] = 1,  2 H =  X2 - T2 =  2 N + 1,     [2H , X] = T,   [2H, T] = X





Nature is  Quantum. Nature is  Quantum. 

That means that the real and complete laws That means that the real and complete laws 
of nature are of nature are those of quantum physics. those of quantum physics. 
Classical Classical behavioursbehaviours and domains and domains are are 
particular cases, limiting situations or particular cases, limiting situations or 

approximations. approximations. 

Classical gravity,  and thus successful Classical gravity,  and thus successful 
General Relativity are incomplete (non General Relativity are incomplete (non 

quantum) theories  quantum) theories  and must be considered and must be considered 
as a particular approximation fromas a particular approximation from a a more more 

complete theorycomplete theory yet to achieve. yet to achieve. 



A complete quantum theory should include and A complete quantum theory should include and 
account for the physics at the Planck scale and  account for the physics at the Planck scale and  

domain.   domain.   

((ii) Instead  of  starting  from gravity,  that is General ) Instead  of  starting  from gravity,  that is General 
Relativity and quantize itRelativity and quantize it (by applying the different (by applying the different 
quantization quantization --perturbativeperturbative and non and non perturbativeperturbative--

procedures, with the by now well known procedures, with the by now well known 
shortcomings and shortcomings and developpementsdeveloppements and its rich and its rich 
bibliography  (is not our aim here to review it),bibliography  (is not our aim here to review it),

(ii) I start  from Quantum theory and try  to extend it (ii) I start  from Quantum theory and try  to extend it 
to the Planck scale domain.  to the Planck scale domain.  (instead of going from (instead of going from 

classical gravity to quantum gravity, I go from classical gravity to quantum gravity, I go from 
quantum physics to quantum gravity)quantum physics to quantum gravity).  Of course, in .  Of course, in 
constructing the road (ii) many of the lessons from constructing the road (ii) many of the lessons from 



RECALL:  RECALL:  One tractable and well posed piece of One tractable and well posed piece of 
work is  work is  SEMICLASSICAL GRAVITY SEMICLASSICAL GRAVITY : : 

Quantum  fieldsQuantum  fields in in classical General  Relativityclassical General  Relativity

Examples are the Examples are the Hawking radiation,Hawking radiation,
the early universe inflation and the primordial the early universe inflation and the primordial 
quantum fluctuations,  quantum fluctuations,  seeds of the structure in seeds of the structure in 
the Universe the Universe imprinted in the  CMB temperature imprinted in the  CMB temperature 

anisotropies and polarization. anisotropies and polarization. 

Moreover,  as a result  of Moreover,  as a result  of quantum theoryquantum theory,  the ,  the 
quantum cosmological vacuum quantum cosmological vacuum could be the could be the source source 

of the present acceleration  of the universe of the present acceleration  of the universe (dark (dark 
energy) compatible with a cosmological constant.energy) compatible with a cosmological constant.



The WaveThe Wave--Particle Duality of Quantum Particle Duality of Quantum 
Physics Including GravityPhysics Including Gravity

Nature has a dual Nature has a dual behavior behavior of of wavewave and corpuscle:and corpuscle:
thithis is the  well known s is the  well known 

classicalclassical--quantum duality or wavequantum duality or wave--particle duality particle duality 

of quantum physics (as the light and its photons, the microscopic world of quantum physics (as the light and its photons, the microscopic world 
of elementary particles, of elementary particles, ultradenseultradense plasmas, the laser, macroscopic plasmas, the laser, macroscopic 

quantum states (as compact  stars, dwarfs , black holes),  quantum states (as compact  stars, dwarfs , black holes),  
and many other examples). and many other examples). 

I generalized this duality to gravityI generalized this duality to gravity
by including its three regimes: classical, by including its three regimes: classical, semiclassicalsemiclassical and quantum, and quantum, 

together with the Planck regime and the elementary particles domain: together with the Planck regime and the elementary particles domain: 
namely the namely the 

wavewave--particleparticle--gravity duality gravity duality oror the the 
classicalclassical--quantum gravity duality. quantum gravity duality. 

NGS,  IJMPD18,  (NGS,  IJMPD18,  (januaryjanuary 2019).2019).



This Duality is UniversalThis Duality is Universal
it includes the known duality and allows a general it includes the known duality and allows a general 

clarification and  new results which reveal:clarification and  new results which reveal:

(i)(i) The classicalThe classical--quantum duality of the quantum duality of the 
spacespace--time and black holes time and black holes 

(ii) A new quantum domain not present in (ii) A new quantum domain not present in 
classical gravity does appear                               classical gravity does appear                               

(iii) The quantum light(iii) The quantum light--cone cone from which the from which the 
known classical lightknown classical light--cone of relativity cone of relativity and and 
the classical universethe classical universe are a special case. are a special case. 

A more complete vision of spaceA more complete vision of space--time does time does 
appear.appear.



THE  FUNDAMENTAL  PLANCK  SCALE 
(h, c, G):           LG = 2GM/c2,         LQ = h/Mc 

lP = (hG/c3) ½ ,             mp = (hc/G) ½ 

                 G/c 2 =  lP/mp ,        lP mp = h/c 
   lP = 10-33 cm,            mp  = 10-5 gr,         tp = 10-44 sec                                               

LQ = lP2 / LG   ,              MQ  = mP2/ M ,           OQ = oP2 / OG 
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The classical Universe  today The classical Universe  today UUΛΛ: : set of physical set of physical 
gravitational observables (age or size, mass, density, gravitational observables (age or size, mass, density, 

temperature, entropy) temperature, entropy) (L , M , (L , M , ρρ , T, S), T, S)
UUΛΛ == (L(LΛΛ ,, MMΛ Λ , , ρρΛ Λ , , TTΛ Λ , , SSΛΛ)): : ClassicalClassical UniverseUniverse

The very early quantum Universe The very early quantum Universe UUQ Q : set of : set of 
corresponding quantum dual physical quantities corresponding quantum dual physical quantities 

(L(LQ Q , M, MQ Q , , ρρQQ , T, TQ Q , S, SQQ) ) ::
UUΛΛ == (L(LQQ ,, MMQQ , , ρρQQ , T, TQQ , S, SQQ)): Quantum : Quantum UniverseUniverse

UUQQ =      =      uuPP
2 2 // UUΛΛ

uuPP =  (=  (llPP , , mmPP , , ρρPP , , ttPP , , ssPP ): Planck Scale): Planck Scale
The crossing scale The crossing scale between the two gravity domains between the two gravity domains 



[ ΔS 
QH ] =  [ ΔS

H ] 1              ______1_____ 
[ 1 + (H/hP)2 ]          ( 1 − δεQH)1/2

[ ΔT 
QH ] =   [ ΔT

H ]   _____1______
[ 1 + (H/hP)2 ]

A Precursor Quantum phase of the known Classical Inflation  
era does appear as well as the precursors for the classical 

standard eras and today Dark Energy era.

NEW RESULTS  FOR  INFLATION

H: classical known Inflation (classical H) era, 
Q : stands for its Quantum dual precursor, 

QH stands for the Complete Inflation era : classical known 
Inflation and its Quantum precursor Inflation. 







THE  PRIMORDIAL  COSMIC BANANA

The tensor to scalar ratio r (primordial gravitons) versus the 
scalar spectral index n_s. The amount of r is always non zero

H.J. de Vega, C. Destri, N.G. Sanchez,
Annals Phys 326, 578 (2011),  PRD (2006),  PRD 2008)



Two key observable numbers :
associated to  the  primordial density and 

primordial gravitons :

PREDICTIONS
ns = 0.9608 ,   r ~ 0.04                    

0.021 < r < 0.059
Destri, de Vega, Sanchez (PRD 2008): WMAP
Burigana, Destri, Mandolesi, Natoli,  de Vega, 

Sanchez ApJ 2010
Planck Bicep2 Keck :  r  < 0.08   (2015)

r < 0.064  (2018)



NEW RESULTS  FOR NEW RESULTS  FOR 

DARK  ENERGY DARK  ENERGY 

DarkDark energyenergy andand itsits moremore directdirect
candidate,candidate, thethe cosmologicalcosmological constant,constant,
[Supernova[Supernova ((19981998,, 19991999,, 20012001),), WMAPWMAP
((20032003,, 20082008,, 20132013),), PlanckPlanck satsat..((20182018),),
DESDES ((20182018),), DES/LIGO,DES/LIGO, ((20192019)])]
isis relevantrelevant toto bothboth modernmodern cosmologycosmology
andand particleparticle physicsphysics..







This framework reveals enlighting for the issue of               
Dark Energy, and allows clarification into 

the cosmological constant problem.   

NEW RESULTS  FOR  DARK 
ENERGY 

L

The classical Universe today UΛ is precisely a classical dilute 
gravity vacuum dominated by voids and supervoids as 

shown by observations: The  observed  value of ρ or Λ today 
is precisely the classical dual of its quantum precursor values 

ρQ, ΛQ in the quantum very early precursor vacuum UQ as
determined by  our  dual Equations.

The high density ρQ and cosmological constant ΛQ are
precisely the quantum particle physics superplanckian value 
10122. This is precisely expressed by the following Equations.

NEW RESULTS  FOR  DARK ENERGY 



The enormous discrepancy between the large The enormous discrepancy between the large 
theoretical value expected from theoretical value expected from microscopic particle microscopic particle 
physics for the vacuum energy density  physics for the vacuum energy density  1010122122 and the and the 

small cosmological value observed today  small cosmological value observed today  1010−122  −122  is is 
largely known as the cosmological constant problem. largely known as the cosmological constant problem. 

However, several clarifications are in order here:However, several clarifications are in order here:
((ii)  The classical gravity vacuum. )  The classical gravity vacuum. 
(ii)  The quantum gravity vacuum.(ii)  The quantum gravity vacuum.
(iii)(iii) Two extremely different physical  gravity regimes.Two extremely different physical  gravity regimes.
(iv)(iv) The classical The classical and and quantum dual values.quantum dual values.
(v)  (v)  The  discrepancy The  discrepancy is correct and is correct and must be must be bebe in that way.in that way.
(vi)  The true problem.(vi)  The true problem.
(vii ) Not trivial. Deep and Consistent. (vii ) Not trivial. Deep and Consistent. A General frameworkA General framework



The two huge different values:The two huge different values: 1010−122−122 and and 10 10 122122 refer refer 
to to two huge physically different vacuum states two huge physically different vacuum states of the of the 
Universe Universe correspondingcorresponding to to two huge different erastwo huge different eras, , to to two two 
huge different physical cosmological conditions huge different physical cosmological conditions (present (present 
time and very early eras), time and very early eras), and consistently, they and consistently, they must be must be 
different. different. Such enormous difference Such enormous difference must be in such way must be in such way 
and and is is not a problem or inconsistency. not a problem or inconsistency. 

Moreover and consistently, one Moreover and consistently, one value is the value is the quantum physics quantum physics 
dual dual of the other of the other --or the quantum precursoror the quantum precursor of the otherof the other-- as  as  
exactly exactly expressed by  expressed by  the dual  Equations.the dual  Equations.

This is not fortuitous,This is not fortuitous, that is to say, this is not pure chance or that is to say, this is not pure chance or 
unexplained unexplained coincidence. coincidence. This is not trivial, that is to say, this This is not trivial, that is to say, this 
is simple, deep and robust.is simple, deep and robust.



Λ = 3H 2 = λP ( H/hP ) 2   = λP  (lP /LH ) 2
= (2.846 ± 0.076) 10-122 mP

2

ΛQ = 3HQ
2 = λP (hP /H )2 = λP (LH /lP )2

= (0.3516 ± 0.094) 10122 mP
2

ΛQ Λ = λP 
2 ,     λP = 3 hP

2 . 
The quantum dual value ΛQ is  precisely the 

quantum vacuum value obtained from 
particle physics:

ρQ = ρP (ΛQ / λP ) =  ρP
2 / ρΛ = 10122 ρP



ThereThere isis nono problemproblem betweenbetween thethe twotwo
extremelyextremely differentdifferent valuesvalues ΛΛ andand ΛΛQQ oror
equivalentlyequivalently betweenbetween ρρΛΛ andand ρρQQ,, becausebecause thethe
twotwo valuesvalues dodo notnot referrefer toto thethe samesame vacuumvacuum oror
eraseras:: oneone isis exactlyexactly thethe classicalclassical physicsphysics todaytoday
vacuumvacuum energyenergy densitydensity ρ,ρ, thethe otherother isis itsits quantumquantum
dualdual valuevalue inin thethe planckianplanckian andand superplanckiansuperplanckian veryvery
earlyearly phasephase :: 1010−−6161 ttPP << tt << ttPP
ThisThis earlyearly phasephase ofof thethe UniverseUniverse isis exactlyexactly thethe
quantumquantum precursorprecursor ofof thethe todaytoday classicalclassical eraera inin
thethe preciseprecise meaningmeaning ofof thethe wavewave--particleparticle (or(or
classicalclassical--quantum)quantum) dualityduality includingincluding gravitygravity..







GRAVITATIONAL ENTROPY  GRAVITATIONAL ENTROPY  
AND TEMPERATUREAND TEMPERATURE

S = (Area / 4 aP) sP ,   sP = π kB

T = (Area / aP)1/2 tP = L tP = M tP

Classical: CLASSICAL  Lengths,    

Quantum: QUANTUM  Lengths



THE  COSMOLOGICAL CONSTANT: 
VACUUM  ENERGY, ENTROPY AND 
TEMPERATURE OF THE UNIVERSE

Λ/λP = ρΛ/ρP = SQ/sP = λP /ΛQ= (TQ/tP)2 = 10-122

ΛQ/λP =ρQ/ρP = SΛ/sP = λP /Λ = (TΛ/tP)2= 10+122

ΛΛQ = Λ + ΛQ + λP = (Λ/λP + λP/Λ + 1)

ΛΛQ  = λP (10-122 + 10+122 + 1)



THE  ENTROPY  OF THE  UNIVERSETHE  ENTROPY  OF THE  UNIVERSE











CONCLUSIONS  and  IMPLICATIONSCONCLUSIONS  and  IMPLICATIONS

• Concepts as the Concepts as the Hawking temperature Hawking temperature and the and the usual usual 
(mass) temperature (mass) temperature are shown to be precisely the same are shown to be precisely the same 
concept in the different concept in the different classicalclassical and and quantum gravity quantum gravity 
regimes  respectively. Similarly, it holds for the regimes  respectively. Similarly, it holds for the BekensteinBekenstein--
Gibbons and Hawking entropy.Gibbons and Hawking entropy.

• Unifying  and clarifying picture : • Unifying  and clarifying picture : main physical main physical 
gravitational intrinsic magnitudes of the Universe: age, size, gravitational intrinsic magnitudes of the Universe: age, size, 
mass, vacuum density, temperature, entropy, in terms of mass, vacuum density, temperature, entropy, in terms of the the 
cosmological constantcosmological constant covering the relevant gravity regimes covering the relevant gravity regimes 
or cosmological stages: cor cosmological stages: classical, lassical, semiclassicalsemiclassical and and quantumquantum--
planckianplanckian and and superplanckiansuperplanckian-- eraseras..



• • CosmologicalCosmological evolutionevolution goesgoes fromfrom a a quantum quantum precursorprecursor
phase phase to to a a semiclassicalsemiclassical accelerated de Sitter era (field theory accelerated de Sitter era (field theory 
inflation), inflation), then to the then to the classical phase classical phase untilluntill the present de Sitter era.the present de Sitter era.

•• The The wavewave--particleparticle--gravitygravity duality duality precisely manifests in precisely manifests in 
this evolution, between the different gravity regimes : this evolution, between the different gravity regimes : 
mapping between asymptotic (in and out) states mapping between asymptotic (in and out) states 
characterized by the sets characterized by the sets U U Λ Λ (or U (or U H H ) ) and and UU QQ , and thus as a , and thus as a 
ScatteringScattering--matrix description: matrix description: The Evolution of the Universe The Evolution of the Universe 
as a Scattering problem in time.as a Scattering problem in time.

•• There is no singularity at the Universe’s origin. There is no singularity at the Universe’s origin. 
Because Because the more earlier known stages of the Universe are de Sitter the more earlier known stages of the Universe are de Sitter 
(or quasi de Sitter) eras : (or quasi de Sitter) eras : The extreme  past (at 10 The extreme  past (at 10 −61 −61 t P) is a quantum t P) is a quantum 
state of high bounded state of high bounded superplanckiansuperplanckian constant curvature and constant curvature and 
therefore therefore without singularity.without singularity.



Euclid Consortium
A space mission to map the Dark Universe

Euclid is primarily a cosmology and fundamental physics mission.
Its main scientific objective is to understand the source of the
accelerating  Universe and discover the very nature of dark energy.  It will measure 
galaxies out to z ~ 2, look-back time of about 10 billion years, thus covering  the dark 
energy accelerated  period.

What is the nature of Dark Energy ?  What are the nature and properties of dark 
matter?  What are the initial conditions which seed the formation of cosmic 
structure?  What will be the future of the Universe over the next ten billion years?

The imprints of dark energy and gravity from their signatures  on the expansion rate of the 
Universe and the growth of cosmic structures (Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations and Redshift
Space Distortion). Baryon acoustic oscillations provide a direct distance-redshift probe to 
explore the expansion rate of the Universe. 
Weak lensing provides an almost direct probe of dark matter but combines together angular 
distances that probes the expansion rate and the mass density contrast that probe the growth 
rate of structure and gravity.  In contrast, redshift space distortion probes the growth rate of
cosmic structures and gravity.  Combined together these three probes are solid and 
complementary probes of the effects of dark energy.



Need H0 value

Need H(z)  Measurements

E(z) = H(z) / H0

We already know from Observations: 

H( z= 1.5) = 2. 69  H0
(Reiss et al, 2018, 2019)

H( z= 1.5) ~ 3 H0



THEORY & OBSERVATIONS
The direction in which data  and Theory are pointing:

• Standard Model of the Universe and
its Quantum Precursor

• Standard Single field Inflation: Double Well
• r ~ 0.04 - 0.02

• PRIMORDIAL GAUSSIANITY
• NO RUNNING of the Primordial Spectral Index
• ABSENCE of  PRIMORDIAL NON GAUSSIANITY

• DARK ENERGY= VACUUM ENERGY = Λ
DARK MATTER = WARM DARK MATTER = keV
NO CUSP/CORE Problem, Profiles are Cored
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BLACK  HOLE  EVAPORATION  DOES THE INVERSE 
EVOLUTION :

BLACK HOLE  EVAPORATION GOES FROM 
CLASSICAL/SEMICLASSICAL STAGE TO A QUANTUM 

(QUANTUM GRAVITY) STATE,

Through this evolution, the Black Hole  temperature goes 
from the semiclassical gravity temperature (Hawking 
Temperature) to the usual temperature (the mass) and  the 
quantum  gravity temperature (the Planck temperature).

Conceptual unification of quantum black holes, 
elementary particles and quantum states



Cosmological evolution goes from a quantum gravity
phase to a semi-classical phase (inflation) and then to
the classical (present cosmological) phase.

Black Hole Evaporation (BH hole decay rate), heavy
particles and extended quantum decay rates; black
hole evaporation ends as quantum extended decay
into pure (non mixed) non thermal radiation.

The Hawking temperature, elementary particle and
Hagedorn (string) temperatures are the same concept
in different gravity regimes (classical, semiclassical,
quantum) and turn out to be the precise classical-
quantum duals of each other.

.

CONCEPTUAL UNIFICATION





SMBH

WDM Thomas-Fermi Galaxy Theory with  SMBH

de Vega & Sanchez,  2017













For a static black hole, the quantum particle emission 
rate H(k) and the classical wave absorption cross 
section σA(k)
are related by the Hawking’s formula (1975)

H(k) =   _σA(k)_ 
e8kM − 1

the factor relating them being a Planckian factor. Here k
and M stands for the frequency of waves and for the 
mass of the black hole respectively.

We see the role played by the absorption in the 
emission.

In spite of the extensive litterature discussing about the interaction of 



In fact, the complexity of analytic solutions of the 
perturbation fields equations made this problem very 
difficult.

We have studied in detail the absorption spectrum of the 
black hole and we have found the total absorption cross 
section σA(k) obtaining a very simple expression 
(N. S´anchez, 1978), which is valid to very high accuracy 
over the entire range of k, namely

σA(k) = 27πM2 −  2√2 M sin [(√27) πkM] ,   kM ≥
0.07      

k

σA(0) = 16 πM2



The absorption spectrum presents, as a function of the 
frequency, a remarkable oscillatory behaviour characteristic of a 
diffraction pattern . It oscillates around its constant geometrical
optics value σA(∞) = 27pM2 with decreasing amplitude  as 
1/(√2 kM) and constant period 2 (√3/3) .
The computation of the Hawking radiation shows that it is
only important in the interval 0 ≤ k ≥ 1/M .
The emission spectrum does not show any of the interference
oscillations characteristic of the absorption cross section, because
the contribution of the S-wave (partial wave l=0) dominates the 
Hawking radiation.
The rapidly decrease of the Planck factor for kM ≥ 1 
supresses the contribution of  the higher partial waves.
Thus, for a black hole the emission follows a planckian
spectrum, given by eq. (1), (Fig.1), and the absorption follows an 
oscillatory spectrum, given by eq.(2), (Fig.2).









• Science is built up with facts, 
• as a house is with stones. 

• But a collection of facts is no more a science 
• than a heap of stones is a house.

-- Henri Poincaré
• La science est construit avec des faits, 
• ainsi comme une maison est construite 

• avec des pierres. 
• Mais une collection de faits n’est pas une 
science, ainsi comme un tas de pierres n’est 

pas une maison.
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